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for its military forces and its government offices. The Chapter
Irish Free State similarly lias by executive order adopted    	1
a quite distinctive flag, not, as in the case of the Com-
monwealth and New Zealand, one based on the Union
Jack. In Canada suggestions of a national flag have
been received with indifference or opposition for the
most part.1 Newfoundland in 1931 definitely adopted
the Union Jack with badge as the national flag of the
Dominion.
In the Union the issue aroused bitter disagreement,
because it was felt that the proposal was instigated by
the republican element in South Africa which desired
thus to abolish the use of the Union Jack. The Labour
party on whose alliance the Government had then to
depend for its majority was divided in sentiment, and
the Senate, in the exercise of its power of delay, com-
pelled the carrying over of the issue into a second
Parliamentary session. This gave time for reflection
and compromise, and an agreed solution was achieved
in Act No. 40 of 1927. A new flag was created which
may be open to heraldic censure but gratified republican
sentiment by including with the Union Jack the old
republican flags in miniature in the central of the three
stripes of the flag. This is the national flag, but the
Union Jack is also a flag of South Africa to denote the
association of the Union with the other members of
the Commonwealth. Both flags must be flown from the
Houses of Parliament, the principal government build-
ings in the capitals, at Union ports, and on government
offices abroad, while the Governor-G-eneral in Council
1 The Union Jack remains the national flag, but the red ensign with
Canadian arms is used on the High Commissioner's Office in London and
the Canadian legations in the United States, France, and Tokyo.

